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We find analytic models that can perfectly transfer, without state initialization or remote collaboration, ar-
bitrary functions in two- and three-dimensional interacting bosonic and fermionic networks. We elaborate on
a possible implementation of state transfer through bosonic or fermionic atoms trapped in optical lattices. A
significant finding is that the state of a spin qubit can be perfectly transferred through a fermionic system. Fam-
ilies of Hamiltonians, both linear and nonlinear, are described which are related to the linear Boson model and
that enable the perfect transfer of arbitrary functions. This includes entangled states such as decoherence-free
subsystems enabling noise protection of the transferred state.
PACS numbers: 05.40.-a,02.50.-r,87.15.-v,87.10.+e
Introduction.— The study of the transfer of a quantum state
using naturally-available interactions in a spin chain dates
back to Bose’s work [1]. The motivation is to enable transfer
over short distances within a quantum information processing
system. However in most realistic cases it failed to perfectly
perform such a transfer. In 2004, Chirstandl et al. [2] found
that perfect state transfer (PST) is possible in spin-1/2 net-
works if parameters in the system’s Hamiltonian is carefully
engineered. Since that time, several general results have been
obtained for state transfer. For example, the fidelity can made
arbitrarily large if there is no limit to the number of sequen-
tial gates that can be applied [3]. The communication can also
be improved if the sender encodes the message state over a
set of multiple spins [4–7], and ideal state transmissions have
also been proposed using quantum dots [8, 9]. (See also the
review [10] and references therein.) The possibility of perfect
transfer triggered some general results ([10], and references
therein), [11] and interest in finding pre-engineered models
that analytically demonstrate perfect state transfer, for exam-
ple, refs. [12] and [13].
The strategy for PST in Ref. [2, 14] is to map indices
of the number of sites of a spin chain onto the magnetic
quantum numbers of an angular momentum operator. The
nearest-neighbor interaction thus becomes the x-component
of a quasi-angular momentum. It was recently pointed out that
the nearest-neighbor interaction can correspond to either the
bosonic or spinless fermionic representations of quasi-angular
momenta operators in one dimension [15]. As with any ana-
lytical solvable model in physics, the simplicity and beauty of
the result clarifies the physical picture and this one provides
the example of ” perfect state transfer.” On the other hand, it is
obvious that the one-dimensional state transfer surely cannot
be the end of the story of state transmissions. This prompts
the following question, can the strategy in Ref. [2] be applied
to the two- and three-dimensional cases? Here, we propose
an analytical solution to the problem of perfectly transfer-
ring an unknown function (termed perfect function transfer
or PFT) with one or more variables from a processor at one
site to another processor at another site in systems which are
two- or three-dimensional. The interaction required for per-
fect state transfer in our model can be implemented using the
Bose-Hubbard model (see, e.g., [16] and references therein)
or fermions in an optical lattice [17]. In these systems there is
a family of Hamiltonians that can perform PFT, obtained via
the so-called dressing transformations.
Linear Bose model.— Consider the dynamics of cold
bosonic atoms loaded in a two-dimensional square optical lat-
tice with N sites along the horizontal direction and M site
along vertical direction governed by the general linear nearest-
neighbor Bose model Hamiltonian [16, 18–20]:
H = −
M−1∑
j=1
N−1∑
k=1
[J
(1)
jk b
†
j,kbj+1,k + J
(2)
jk b
†
j,kbj,k+1 + h.c.],
(1)
where b†j,k (bj,k) is the bosonic creation (annihilation) operator
at the two-dimensional site (j, k). Equation (1) describes hop-
ping bosons in the absence of on-site repulsion. The hopping
(or tunneling) matrix element along the horizontal and vertical
directions between nearest-neighbor sites may be given by
J
(1)
jk =
∫
d3~r w∗(~r − ~rj,k)[T + Vlat(~r)]w(~r − ~rj+1,k), (2)
J
(2)
jk =
∫
d3~r w∗(~r − ~rj,k)[T + Vlat(~r)]w(~r − ~rj,k+1), (3)
where w(~r− ~rj,k) is a single atom Wannier function at lattice
site (j, k), Vlat(~r) denotes the optical lattice potential, and T
is the kinetic energy of a single atom.
We will consider the limit when the on-site repulsion is ne-
glectably small or the cases with total boson number being
2one. The Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) is also equivalent to that of
the on-chip coupled cavities (e.g., in Refs. [21, 22]). The tun-
able coupling Jjk between each pair of resonators can be re-
alized by SQUID couplers (e.g., Ref. [23]).
Angular momentum and engineered linear Bose model.—
By generalizing Ref. [2] the indices of the number of sites
of a two-dimensional lattice can be mapped into the magnetic
quantum numbers of the two total angular momenta l1, l2 such
that l1 = M−12 , l2 =
N−1
2 and m1 = −
M+1
2 + j,m2 =
−N+12 + k. For instance, the magnetic numbers for the first
site are (−M−12 ,−
N−1
2 ).
With this mapping, the bosonic operator (or spinless
fermionic operator) b†j,k at site j = m1 + M+12 and k =
m2 +
N+1
2 corresponds to the SU1(2) × SU2(2) irreducible
spherical tensor bosonic operator A†l1m1,l2m2 , or in a short-
hand notation A†m1,m2 . The three components of the horizon-
tal (vertical) quasi-angular momentum vector ~L(1) (~L(2)) can
be expressed in terms of the atomic creation and annihilation
operators as
L(1)x =
∑
jk
C
(1)
j (b
†
j,kbj+1,k + b
†
j+1,kbj,k),
L(2)x =
∑
ik
C
(2)
k (b
†
j,kbj,k+1 + b
†
j,k+1bj,k), (4)
L(1)y = i
∑
jk
C
(1)
j (b
†
j,kbj+1,k − b
†
j+1,kbj,k),
L(2)y = i
∑
ik
C
(2)
k (b
†
j,kbj,k+1 − b
†
j,k+1bj,k), (5)
L(1)z =
∑
nj,k
[
j −
1
2
(M + 1)
]
, (6)
L(2)z =
∑
nj,k
[
k −
1
2
(N + 1)
]
(7)
where C(1)j = 12
√
j(M − j) and C(2)k =
1
2
√
k(N − k).
For the tensor product structure of the two SU(2) groups to
hold, it is essential that ~L(1) and ~L(2), generators of the groups
SU1(2) and SU2(2) commute. It is not obvious, but [~L(1),
~L(2)] = 0 does hold for bosons and fermions. (Fermions will
be discussed later.) This can be seen by directly calculating
the commutators of different components. However, unlike in
one dimension, the Jordon-Wigner transformation cannot be
used to directly replace a fermionic operator by correspond-
ing Pauli matrices σ+j,k. If the b
†
j,k ⇔ σ
+
j,k in (1), then the
corresponding ~L(1) and ~L(2) will not commute.
Supposing that the Jj,k are pre-engineered in Eq. (1) as in
Ref. [2] such that J (1)j,k = J (1)C
(1)
j and J
(2)
j,k = J
(2)C
(2)
k , then
the time evolution becomes
U(t) = exp[i(J (1)L(1)x + J
(2)L(2)x )t]. (8)
Note that the parameters J (1)j,k = J (1)C
(1)
j are constructed
such that they are independent of k.
The irreducible tensor operator A†m1,m2 in the Heisenberg
representation evolves as
U †(t)A†m1,m2U(t) =
∑
ei
pi
2 (m
′
1−m1)dl1
m′1m1
(J (1)t) (9)
×ei
pi
2 (m
′
2−m2)dl2
m′2m2
(J (2)t)A†
m′1,m
′
2
(10)
where dlm′m is the small Wigner D-function. When J (1) =
J (2) = J and t0 = π/J, this expression reduces to a simple
form:
U †(t0) b
†
j,k U(t0) = r1r2b
†
M−j+1,N−k+1 , (11)
where the factors r1 = exp
(
−iπM−12
)
and r2 =
exp
(
−iπN−12
)
are analogous to the signature in nuclear
structure theory [24]. These factors determine the interfer-
ence of quantum states traversing the chain and depend on the
number of lattice sites [15]. Choosing the number of sites
appropriately can produce interference such that r1r2 = 1.
Along with the two directions after t0, we have
eiL
(1)
x
πb†j,ke
−iL(1)
x
π = r1b
†
M−j+1,k
eiL
(2)
x
πb†j,ke
−iL(2)
x
π = r2b
†
j,N−k+1
which reduces the problem to one-dimensional chains.
Perfect state transfer.— Let us first consider the case of a
bosonic system which can be applied to various linear optical
or atomic systems. Suppose that a known or unknown func-
tion f is encoded in the bottom-left site (1, 1), such that f(x)
is mapped to the state f(b†1,1)|0〉, where |0〉 = |0〉⊗N . Thus,
a general function can be perfectly transferred to the top-right
(M,N) by
U(t0)f(b
†
1,1)|0〉 = f(b
†
M,N)|0〉. (12)
We emphasize that the central sites, other than (1, 1) and
(M,N), of the two-dimensional network are not necessarily
in the ground state and can be in an arbitrary state g(b†j,k)|0〉
such that initialization is not needed as in [12]. However, for
simplicity and without loss of generality, we will assume the
system is in the state |0〉.
The Hamiltonian (1) does not include the on-site repulsion
HU =
∑
nj,k(nj,k − 1). When the interaction is relatively
strong and/or the total boson umber
∑
nj,k is much smaller
than the number of lattice sites, the system tends to have at
most one atom at each site due to the energy gap fromHU and
when there is only one particle, a function can be transferred
perfectly. In this case, an arbitrary state |φ〉 of the whole sys-
tem can be annihilated by the on-site repulsion Hamiltonian
HU |φ〉 = 0. Therefore, this case is equivalent to the one in
Eq. (12) and the transfer will be perfect if we are able to pre-
pare an initial state |φ〉1,1 = α|0〉 + βb†1,1|0〉, where only the
first site is occupied. Thus, the state can be perfectly trans-
ferred to |φ〉M,N = α|0〉+ βb
†
M,N |0〉 as is done in the linear
case. Note that the result is also applicable to the case where
f(xj,k) is a multivariable function, where j and k each range
over some number of sites.
3Perfect state transfer of spin qubits between sites.— While
the above results are directly applicable to so-called spinless
fermions c†j,k, by replacement b
†
j,k ⇔ c
†
j,k, they can be gen-
eralized to realistic cold fermionic atoms c†j,k,σ (or a spheri-
cal tensor A†l1m1,l2m2,sσ) at site (j, k) with a total spin s and
components σ. Here we consider the example of s = 1/2.
One can engineer a spin-independent Hamiltonian similar to
Eq. (1) with quasi-angular momenta in two directions,
L(1)x =
∑
jkσ
C
(1)
j (c
†
j,k,σcj+1,k,σ + c
†
j+1,k,σcj,k,σ)
L(2)x =
∑
ikσ
C
(2)
k (c
†
j,k,σcj,k+1,σ + c
†
j,k+1,σcj,k,σ)
where the sum is over up and down spins, σ =↓, ↑. The same
construction applies to other components of the angular mo-
menta. The most general state that can be prepared at site
(1, 1) is |φ〉1,1 = (α + βc
†
1,1,↑ + γc
†
1,1,↓ + δc
†
1,1,↑c
†
1,1,↓) |0〉 .
This state can be transferred perfectly using U(t0) |φ〉1,1 =
|φ〉M,N . We can also define the spin operators at a given
site in terms of the Pauli matrices ~σ = (X,Y, Z), ~Sjk =∑
σσ′ 〈σ
′| ~σ2 |σ〉 c
†
j,k,σ′cj,k,σ . The total spin operator is then
~S =
∑
jk
~Sjk (13)
which commutes with the quasi-angular momenta ~L(1) and
~L(2) and can generate an arbitrary gate on |φ〉1,1.
The two possible directions of the spin, ±1/2 can also rep-
resent a spin qubit at site (j, k) when the spin is an electron
spin in two-dimensional quantum dot [25] or when it is as-
sociated with the two states of fermionic atoms in an optical
lattice [26, 27]. The states of the qubit are defined by |0〉j,k =
c†j,k,↑|0〉 and |1〉j,k = c
†
j,k,↓|0〉. An arbitrary state |ψ〉j,k =
β |0〉j,k + γ |1〉j,k of this qubit can be perfectly transferred to
|ψ〉M−j+1,N−k+1 by U(t0). Any generator ~S can be obtained
this way so that any rotation to the state can be constructed.
(See the analogue in Eq. (10).) Also, with the same method
an entangled state in several sites can be transferred perfectly.
For example, an entangled state β |0〉1,1 |0〉1,2+γ |1〉1,1 |1〉1,2
is transferred to β |0〉M,N |0〉M,N−1+γ |1〉M,N |1〉M,N−1 af-
ter time t0. It should be emphasized that since the possibility
of perfect state transfer in a spin network of higher dimension
remains unclear, the perfect transfer via fermionic network (or
media) is a promising solution when transferring spin qubits
in higher dimensions.
Generalization.— An arbitrary time-independent unitary
transformation W does not change the commutation relations
among angular momentum components if it corresponds to a
similarity transformation in the Heisenberg picture. Indeed,
the whole family of Hamiltonians generated by an arbitrary
W can transfer functions perfectly. However, this map can in-
troduce new effects. For a spin system, this transformationW
corresponds to the so-called dressed qubit [28]. The bosonic
Hilbert space is infinite-dimensional and thus allows more
flexibility for transformations, including continuous-variable
transformations (which is not possible in spin chains).
As a simple example, let us first consider transformations
W = exp(−iθ(L
(1)
z +L
(2)
z )). Under the dressing transforma-
tion, the Hamiltonian Hl = J(L(1)x + L(2)x ) becomes
H ′ = WHW † = cos θH + sin θJ(L(1)y + L
(2)
y )
The dressed state |θ〉 = W |0〉 allows perfect transfer of any
function f using U(t0). The function is transferred via the
coherent state |θ〉 as:
f(e−i(M+N+1)θb†1,1)|θ〉
→ f(e−i(M+N+1)θb†M,N)|θ〉. (14)
Another example is a dressing transformation which entan-
gles an individual site (j, k) and a collective bath, Wjk =
exp[λ(bjk − b
†
jk)B] and W =
∏
Wjk , where B is an opera-
tor of the collective bath. Here λ is a small constant. Consider
the effect of this transformation to first order in λ. The dressed
Hamiltonian is
H ′ = W (H +HB)W
† = H +HB + λV
where V =
∑
jk(b
†
jkBjk + bjkB
†
jk), HB is the bath Hamilto-
nian, and the operators Bjk = (Jj + Jj−1 + Jk + Jk−1)B +
[HB, B]. This introduces a weak system-bath interaction with
a specific V via the dressing transformation. Clearly it is pos-
sible to introduce different types of interactions using differ-
ent types of dressing transformations. The perfect state trans-
fer from site (1, 1) to (N,M) may be roughly described by
W11|φ〉1,1 |B〉 −→WNM |φ〉N,M |B〉, where |B〉 is an eigen-
state of the bath Hamiltonian HB . Even when we assume the
bath is in a thermal equilibrium state, as is usual, the final
result is not affected.
Perfect state transfer in three dimensional cube.— In this
case, a particle b†j,k,n (or fermion c†j,k,n,σ) at site (j, k, n)
is described by a spherical tensor A†l1m1,l2m2,l3m3 . While
l1 and l2 are the same as in the two-dimensional case, the
third direction is characterized by l3 = K−12 and m3 =
−K+12 + n. The quasi angular momentum ~L
(3) in the third
direction is defined analogous to those in (6), for instance,
L
(3)
x =
∑
jk C
(1)
j (b
†
j,k,nbj,k,n+1 + b
†
j,k,n+1bj,k,). The other
components are written by replacing b†j,k,n → b
†
j,k. The evo-
lution operator is
U(t) = exp[−i(J (1)L(1)x + J
(2)L(2)x + J
(3)L(3)x )t].
When J (1) = J (2) = J (3) = J and t0 = π/J, this expression
reduces to the simple form:
U †(t0) b
†
j,k,n U(t0) = r1r2r3b
†
M−j+1,N−k+1 , (15)
where r3 = exp
(
−iπK−12
)
. All results in two dimension are
directly applicable to the three-dimensional, or even higher
dimensional problems.
4Conclusion.— We have shown that arbitrary functions can
be sent perfectly (without state initialization or remote collab-
oration) through engineered interacting bosonic and fermionic
square or cube. As an example, we have analyzed the trans-
fer using ultra-cold bosonic atoms in optical lattices, de-
scribed by the Bose-Hubbard model with properly designed
site-dependent tunneling amplitudes. In a more general case,
we have studied a family of linear and nonlinear Hamiltoni-
ans that enable perfect state transfers according to dressing
transformations, where a certain noisy factors are considered
via the type of transformations. As an important consequence,
we have shown that information in spin qubits can be perfectly
transferred through fermionic lattices.
The ability to send an encoded state perfectly between
points, even in principle, is an important discovery. For ex-
ample, one could encode in a decoherence-free subspace or
subsystem to avoid errors [29–34]. (For reviews see [35, 36].)
If there were imperfections, it has been shown that there exist
states which can transfer quite well even if it is not a PST as
discussed in the introduction. The ability cancel errors aris-
ing from a bath using the dressing transformations provides
yet another useful tool. This implies, for example, that physi-
cally reasonable global transformations could be used to can-
cel some errors. Taken together, this work provides methods
for robust transfer of an arbitrary function through two and
three dimensional chains which was, until now, not known to
exist. Furthermore, we have given a Hamiltonian applicable
to a variety of physical systems, leading immediately to ex-
perimental proposals for testing perfect state transfer.
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